Pt-Based Nanocrystal for Electrocatalytic Oxygen Reduction.
Currently, Pt-based electrocatalysts are adopted in the practical proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), which converts the energy stored in hydrogen and oxygen into electrical power. However, the broad implementation of the PEMFC, like replacing the internal combustion engine in the present automobile fleet, sets a requirement for less Pt loading compared to current devices. In principle, the requirement needs the Pt-based catalyst to be more active and stable. Two main strategies, engineering of the electronic (d-band) structure (including controlling surface facet, tuning surface composition, and engineering surface strain) and optimizing the reactant adsorption sites are discussed and categorized based on the fundamental working principle. In addition, general routes for improving the electrochemical surface area, which improves activity normalized by the unit mass of precious group metal/platinum group metal, and stability of the electrocatalyst are also discussed. Furthermore, the recent progress of full fuel cell tests of novel electrocatalysts is summarized. It is suggested that a better understanding of the reactant/intermediate adsorption, electron transfer, and desorption occurring at the electrolyte-electrode interface is necessary to fully comprehend these electrified surface reactions, and standardized membrane electrode assembly (MEA) testing protocols should be practiced, and data with full parameters detailed, for reliable evaluation of catalyst functions in devices.